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CHAPTER I 
JNTRODUCTION 
Before considering the problem which concerns the organization 
of a summer recreation program for the blind, a brief introduction 
to the problem shall be considered. A handicapped child such as a 
blind child needs to be helped to adjust to a seeing society. He 
needs help in underst anding many aspects of life about him. He needs 
to have these aspects explained and made meaningful to him. He needs 
to be understood. Since the parents of many blind children are 
unable to cope with the situation skillfully and adequately because 
of l ack of knowledge concerning the handicap and because of either 
overprotection or rejection of the child because of the handicap, 
means other than family should be supplied to help them. Durine 
the school year ,the children are sent to a school that can handle 
the education of the child. This education takes into account the 
social, physical, emotional, spiritual and intellectual development 
of the child. It seems necessary to set up a summer recreational 
program for the blind for many reasons. l'fany l a r ge cities have 
supervis ed playgrounds during the swmner for sighted children. 
It seems that this could be accomplished for blind children, also. 
there are summer camps for the blind but there are adequate reasons 
why some parents do not sendi their children to them. Jll..any par ents 
are unable to afford to send their child to a camp. l<iany camps do 
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not accept handicapped children. }~- parents, because their blind 
child has spent the school year in a residential school, uant their 
child at home during the summer. There is a need, how·ever, for 
some kind of supervision of the blind child during the summer, 
other than parental. 
The desire and need for such a program lias expressed in 
Waterbury, Connecticut \·There there are approximately sixteen blind 
or partially sighted children ranging in age from four to sixteen 
years. In the beginning of the Park Department 1 s 1958 summer 
program, ~he Supervisor of Recreation expressed the desire for a 
program for the bl:ind. He was unaware at the time of the fact that 
the local Kirranas Cllib rras planning to accept the blind into their 
summer day camp program for crippled children. Therefore, the 
Park Department WdS unable to accomplish its prograJ!l. Although the 
Ki1·ranas Club's program 1-vas adequate, it lacked organization, proper 
staff,facilities and equipment for the purposes of the blind. 
Since the Park Department had expressed the desire for a program 
and since their facilities better suit the needs of the blind child, 
the v-Jriter shall undertake the organization of it. 
In setting up such a program which may be justified by the need, 
various phases must be considered. 1be most important part of such 
an ·.organization is the program. However, equi pment, facilities and 
staffing must also be considered. 
The Waterbury Park Department conducts an eight lieek program 
1.orhich is carried out on the city 's trTenty playgrounds during the 
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summer9 Supervisors of college age are hires to supervise the 
program on the various playgrounds. A three day institute is held 
before the season opens to aid and prepare the supervisors for 
the pr ograljl. It is the writer•s wish to compile information concerning 
blind children in order that it may be presented at the institute 
or to those interested in understanding blind children and those 
interested in undertaking a sununer program for blind children. With 
this inforn~tion, the staff will be informed of the characteristics, 
needs, problems, capabilities and limitations concerning the handicap. 
It is also the writer's wish to consider some of the activities 
of the program for sighted children and make the necessary 
adaptations or suggestions for their use with the blind. 'l'his points 
out the various limitations since the blind child cannot enter all 
the activities planned for the sighted child. The blind child needs 
more than the sighted child. The blind child needs living 
experiences. He needs to lmow how to use his body, to ~Valle, run, jump, 
hop and skip. He needs tactual stTinuli. He needs to be familiar with 
life about him. Therefore, a recreational program for the blind 
has to be more structured than that for the sighted. The program for 
the sighted, although educational, is mainly for the enjoyment or 
recreation of the child. The program for the blind shall have as its 
aim the fulfillment of the individual needs of t he blind children. 
This shall be accomplished through recreational devices. Only if the 
blind child is adjusted or helped to be adjusted to the society in 
which he •Jill some day take his place can he profit from and enjoy 
3 
his leisure time in a meaningful Hay. 
It is the writer 1s wish to organize a smnmer program for t he 
blind. The program shall consist of a brief orientation program 
concerning blindness ail.d._.a presentation of a program for children 
ranging in a ge from four to eleven years. Along -vrith the activities, 
suggestions for their presentation and execution shall be stated. 
The v.rriter shall not consider administrative procedures in the 
organization of the summer program. She shall attempt to present 
a manual to be used by the supervisors v.rho shall be dealing 
directly with::the blind childxen. 
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cHAnER n 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Zhe literature to be reviewed is all material obtained from 
the Blindiana Library at Perkins School 'for the Blind in 
Watertown, Massachusetts. In a survey of the r ecent literature 
concerning recreati on for the blind, the author found that there 
seems to be no specific reference to an actual city playground 
program for the blind discussed. Consequently, the follo~dng 
review of literature is jntended to make the reader a1vare of what 
has been assomplished in the field of physical education and 
recreation for the blind. It is also L1tended to make the reader 
a~vare of 1-rhat can be done, hOl.v it has l:E en done and hov1 he, if 
interested, might find guidance to fuDther develop the field of 
recrea tion for the blind. Some of the references rev:ie1ved 
discuss background information concerning the general education 
of the blind, causes of blindness, definitions of blindness and 
attitudes torrard blindness. As a result, the author dteels that 
it is unnecessary to review literature concerning these subjects. 
Their coverage in the~ liter.ature reviewed seems sufficient for the 
person interested in the recreation of the blind. The following 
information will include bibliographical material concerning each 
reference and a brief summary of what each reference includes . 
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Speakman 1 s publication 1a intended .fort eachers o.f the blind 
and/or .for people interested in recreational activities .for the y 
blind. The materials and pr6cedures are explained. The presentation 
is excellent because it not only tells how to play speci.fic games 
but also nhy they should be played and 1"1-hat stimulation, education 
and gro1·Tth the child gains having played them. Speci.fic games 
.for various age groups o.f children are presented. !ID"lese include 
both indoor and outdoor games and activities. Music is also 
discussed. Supplementary in.formation includes equipment, its 
function and suggestions .for activities in its use. This book 
contains a wealth o.f material ranging .from statements concerning 
the justi.fication .for recreational activities to a list o.f re.ferences 
about games, songs and dramatics. 
A book based on .fi.fteen years o.f personal experience vlith 
the physical education o.f the blind and an excellent objective 
. y 
handbook .for anyone interested in the subject is by Buell. Buell's 
introductory chapter states the reasons or justi.fication .for 
preparing such a manual. Blind athletes are cons i dered in the .follo1dng 
chapter. Buell also presents an historical development o.f the 
physical education o.f t he blind. The att itudes o.f the early 
educators o.f the blind are discussed. Later,the playround movement 
is discussed. He introduces the sports generally and later presents 
1/ l~rtha T. Speakman, Recreation .for Blind Children, Publication 
Number 172, United States Department o.f Labor, Washington, D.C., 1927. 
g! Charles E. Buell, Sports .for the Blind, Edwards Brothers, Inc., 
Ann Arbor, Y.ti.chigan, 1947. 
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a complete and specific discussion of the activity. He also 
includes a survey of pr ogr ams included in residential schools, as well 
as statistical charts concerning schools for t he blind and activities. 
Some limitations and problems encountered in the organizati on and 
administration of classes for t he blind are presented with reference 
to teachers, equipment, motivation and special methods. This is an 
excellent considerat ion for someone planning the organization of a 
similar program. His chapter on ac:five games is very complete. It 
includes a bibliography of source books, hints for playleaders, age 
classifications for specific games and details and procedures concerning 
each of the many s uggested games. Similarzy, the author fully 
describes social and quiet games, contests, relays and dance. 
Subsequent chapters in this book are dedicated to corrective 
physical education, foot travel, physical fitness and achievement 
s cales. Buell also offers a very helpful annotat~ve bibliography 
concerning physical education of the blind. However, he also offers 
bibliographical information concerni ng games and songs as vlell as 
dances for the sighted which may be easily adapted for the use if the 
blind. This book is the most thorough reference to be reviewed by 
the writer. 
Buell, in a fair:cy recent publication, pr esents an excellent 
and concise survey of vmat recreational activities are available 
!I for the blind. The intr.oductor,y chapter presents a concise general 
ycharles E. Buell, Recreation for the Blind,American Foundation 
for the Blind, New York, 1951. 
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picture of blindness, its definition, attitudes toward it, its 
limitations and its implications concerning recreational activities. 
ln the following chapters, recreational media are discussed by 
Buell. leisure tirne activities discussed include se~dng, lvoodcraft, 
gardening, radio, clay modeling, music, dramatics, dancing, reading, 
and clubs. Although some of these a ctivities are not practical 
nor applicable to a playground situation, the variet,y somewhat 
points out the range of activities in i..rhich a blind person may 
participate. Available commercial games are presented in a subsequent 
chapter such as chess or anagrams for the blind. These are 
manufactured and produced so that a blind and sighted person may 
participate together. Suggestions for games and contests ar e also 
presented. Sports and active games in lvhich the blind may participate 
and compete such as football or softball are discussed as well as 
their place in sch!bol competitions. These descriptions are concise 
but more t han adequate for an overview of -vrhat the blind child is 
capable of doing in the ~<Jay of recreation. 
·y 
In 1953 another book by Buell was published. This book is 
primarily made up of material presented in 1947 by Buell, which has 
already been revievred. The areas covered in the 1953 publication 
concern sports and interscholastic c ompetitions, active games, 
contests, relays and blind athletes. Host of the i nformation is 
the same as discussed previously, but is presented in a revised and 
more up to date manner. 
Garnes for the Blind Ed-vrards J3!,others, Inc. , 
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• 
A handbook intended for the use of workers at Camp Wapanacld. 
contains information about the organization of the camp and its 
regulations and general information for the counselors concerning y 
duties, activities, programs and equipment. Also presented is a 
list of books, catalogs, pamphlets and magazines concerning specif'ic 
areas intended for the use of counselors as supplementary material. 
Frampton and Mitchell's book discusses the reasons for a summer 
camp for the blind, the types of leadership qualifications necess~ 
for the staff, specific regulations regarding registration procedures, 
!I 
reports on activities by departments and program procedures. In 
short, the complete operation and organization of the camp is 
discussed • 
An unpublished paper includes four areas concerning camping for 
21 
the blind; objectives, activities, programs and counselors. Much 
of the information_presented is stated by Frampton and ~litchell in 
Camping for Blind Youth previously reviewed. However, various 
types of camp and camping programs are also specifically discussed. 
The author offers few descriptive presentations of actual games and 
activities, but does present a general picture of what a summer camp 
offers a blind child. 
Turner presents an historical background of games from the 
!(Paul c. Mitchell, Camp Wapanacki Counselor's Handbook, New York 
Institute for the Education of the Blind, New· York, 1949. 
,Yl1.E. Frampton and Paul C. Mitchell, Camping :(or Blind Youth, New York 
Institute for the Education of the Blind, New York, 1949. 
J/Mary Jane Kimball, Camping forthe Blind, Unpublished Term Paper, 
Perkins School f'or the Blind, Watertown, Hassachusetts, May 24, 1957. 
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Egyptians to 1939. The games are categorized in relation to the age 
of the participant and type of game. The author presents quite a bit 
of theory, discussing means and results. She also pres:ents general 
suggestions for the teacher in the presentation of the games and a 
bibliographical reference of games, dramas and music. 
Howard gives an evaluation and classification of games b,y Buell 
in Sports for the Blind. He also has surveyed books other than Buell 1 s 
for games for the blind with descriptions and directions for pl~. 
y 
Suggestions for the teaching of swinun:i.ng incluqing methods, an 
explanation of a particular l·Taterfront set up, programs and tests, 
special activities and water safety rules and regulations are 
21 
presented by Belensky. This book is necessary for anyone who plans 
to teach swimming to blind children. 
A presentation of work and opportunities offered by various 
organizations for blind children in regard to camping or playgrounds 
!!/ 
is presented by Bader. Various camps or agencies are cited with 
examples of what has been accomplished by them. The author also 
!/Helen B. 1brner, Games for Blind Children, Unpublished Term Paper, 
Perkins School for the Blind, Watertown, Massachusetts, 1939. 
_gjFrank Edwin Hov1ard, Active Games f or Children v.lith Visual Handicaps, 
Unpublished Term Paper, Perkins School for the Blind, Watertown, 
Massachusetts, April, 1952. 
J(Robert Belensky, A Swimming Program for Blind Children, Educational 
Series Number 11, American Foundation for the Blind, New York, }arch, 
1955. 
!!/June Rose Bader, Camp and Playground Qpportunities for the Blind and 
Hobbies and Diversions, Unpublished Term Paper, Perkins School for 
the Blind, watertown, Massachusetts, May, 1936. 
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surveys hobbies and diversions for the blind in order of preference. 
The books reviewed present excellent reference material 
f or a person interested in recreation for blind children. Spealanan 
and Buell are the authors who give the most meaningful information 
concerning recreation for the blind child for a person >·:ho lmov1s 
lit·tle about the blind. Although there is no specific referemre 
to an actual summer program for the blind, much of the information 
rev.ie-..red concerning sports, camping and recreation gives an overall 
picture of 1-Jhat can be done vdth the blind and suggestions -..rhich 
are applicable to a summer program. The w7iter feels that there 
is a dirth of information concer ning creative expression of the 
blind child. Because this lack is realized, the writer shall 
attempt to present activities to enhance creative expression 
in subsequent chapters. 
In the follovdng chapters, the writer shall present a brief 
consideration of blindness and the needs of the blind child, a 
suggested program for blind children during the summer and 
suggested activities vdth t heir description for the program. The 
writer shall also present supplementary activities l·.d.th which she 
has been familiar during her five years as a staff member of the 
Park Department's summer program in ~ia.terbury, Connecticut and 
vlhich will be considered and adapted for the blind. 
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CHAPTER III 
BLDmNESS AND ITS ll-fi>LICATIONS 
The following information concerning blindness is a presentation 
of material based on the experience of the writer duiing a year 
as a full time teacher trainee at Perkins School for the Blind 
in liatertwon, Hassachusetts and an additional year of teaching 
experience in the kindergarten at Perkins. 
A person interested in conducting a summer program for blind 
children should fir st be aware of the general nature and effects of 
blindness. He must also lmow what the needs of a blind child are 
for only in this way will he come to better appreciate and; :work 
toward the goals :inherent in a swmner pro gram. For the 
beginn:ing wDrker, the writer feels it is ucessary to give a brief 
account of the possible causes of blindness, some important~;medd..cil 
aspects and p3. rental at titudes. 
Definition of Blindness 
11Bl :indness i s said to exist when the central visua l acuity in 
the better eye i s 20/200 or less rlith the best correction, ordlhe 
visual acuity is greater than 20/200, but the f ield is so constricted 
that t he widest diameter subtends an angle of 20 degrees or l ess. 11 
According to the above def inition, a blind pers on may have no 
i/Paul Zahl (Editor), Blindness, Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, 1950, p. 554. 
y 
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vision or may be able to see images, colors, light, darlmess and 
shadm.;s as does a sighted person but to a lesser degree either in 
sharpness or in the scope or range . ... Some blind people experience 
nothing visual because of total insensitivity to light or other 
stimuli. Obher blind p eople can experience and react to light 
and darlmess. Still others re~·.ct to both objects and color. y 
Cutsforth ; . s~ys : 
"The dark experiental l·mrld of the totally blind from 
birth consists of visual nothingness so f ar as its nature 
can be discovered, ••• In all those cases of partial blindness 
in vlhich the retina is sensitive to light, the blind, like 
the seeing, can perceive darkness, and, again like the seeing, 
they experience degrees of light and darlmess in proportion 
to the intensity of physical stimulation. Those of the blind 
who lack functional retinas perceive neither light nor 
darkness." 
. ~e Conditions or Diseases 
Congenital glaucoma, cataracts, detached retina and retrolental 
fibroplasia are four eye conditions or diseases that are the most 
prevelant among children. "Congenital glaucoma occurs in infancy; 
it is characterized by the bulging of the eye and is often called 
buphthalmos or "ox eye0 • Little can be done for the condition and 
often the eye is removed because of pain or secondary complications." 
A child who has glaucoma and has not had his eye removed, may hold 
his head in a do-vmward posi1don or constantly poke his fingers in 
his eyes. His head held dmm relieves· the pressure that has built 
1J Thomas D. Cuts:Corth, The Blind in School and Society, American 
Foundation for the Blind, New York, 19)1, ~. 130. 
?J Gabriel Farrell, The Story of Blindness, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, 1956, p.238. · 
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up within the eye. The reasons for the poking or gouging may be 
because of the pressure or because of the stinmlation to the eye, 
possibly allowing for light sensations or changing focus if there y 
is any light perception or sight. Farrell says: 
"Congenital cataract, if extensive, may interfere 
seriously with vision, but if partial, there may be little 
dms turbance. There is considerable evidence that many cases 
are hereditary, and it has been learned that toxic substances 
administered to the mother during pregnancy may lead to 
cataract in the offspring. 
Depending on the severit.y of the cataract, the child's vision, 
-vri. t hout correction, will ranr;e from nil to vieak sightedness. Unless 
there are secondary involvement s, the child 1-ti.th cataracts does 
not experience pain or pressure and consequently does not hold his 
head down or gouge as do the children -vrith other eye conditions. 
Another condition which demands careful consideration is that 
of a detached retina. Jil cases of lll0ropia or nearsightedness, 
precautions shotud be trucen concerning the detachment of the retina 
because of the elongation or aistortion of the shape of t he eye. 
A sudden blow, strenuous physical activities and su~den falls 
are to be avoided by a child know to have a detached retina or a 
potential detached retina. 
- ?J 
Farrell gives the following explaination of another eye 
co~dition called retrolental fibroplasia. 
i7Gabriel Farrell, The Story of Blindness, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, 1956, p. ?18 . 
f/Ibid., pp. 238-239/ 
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••• An ent irely ne-vr cause of blindness and one of the most 
contradictory and enigmatic that has ever been found in the 
history of ophthalmology, is now causing grave concern, This is a 
disease usually confined to babies who are prematurely born 
and t-;ho weigh less than 4 pounds at birth. Within this group 
a number of the infants will have their sd.ght impaired, some 
to the point of total blindness, within six;months of birth. 
This cause of visual impairment was first discovered by the 
late Dr. Theodore L. Teryy in February 1941 ••• As a result of 
his early s tudies the Boston ophthalmologist named the new 
disease retrolental fibroplasia, which means a ~ibrous mesh 
behind the lens. 11 
Later studies revealed that the oondition concerns the retina and 
the vibreous humpr causing distortions and a growth of blood 
vessels. Behind the lens, a mass of opaque fibrous material is 
formed. The cause is unlmmm. Some investigators think t hat the 
condition is caus ed by the l ack of oxygen. Others t hink that it is 
caused by a concen~ation of oxygen that is too high, while others 
thi.n-'k;: ;.t hat it is ~aused by high oxygen cancentration over a long 
period of time. 
Children with retrolental fibroplasia are not all totally 
blind. Some retrolentals with whom the w~iter has had experience 
are able to read large print. Some retrolentals have cosmetically 
Unattractive eyes while others ahve eyes with little distortion, 
if any. Some retrolentals may deve~op secondary complications 
such as glaucoma . Retrolental fibroplasia presently is the ~ost 
common cause of blindness in children. In September of 1958, the 
enrollment in the kindergartBB at Perkins numbered approximately 
36 children and 34 of those children had retrolental fibroplasia. 
15 
It does not seem necessary to consider all types of eye 
conditions and diseases. The writer feels that the importance 
of lmovd.ng the causes of blindness in the children cannot be 
stressed enough. Without this information, further damage might 
be done to the child. A blind child with light perception ~ght 
hold his head down in bright sunlight because he may be extremely 
sensitive to light. A child vlith glaucoma may hold his head down 
to relieve the pressure. Without knowing why a blind child does 
these things and without understanding him, a person might encourage 
him to hold his head up when actually it hurts the child to do so. 
Only vmen the recreation leader· is full aware of the conditions of 
all the children can he best meet the needs of the children. 
Needs of a Blind Child 
Since a blind child cannot gather much from his environment 
as can a sighted child, the environment must be brought to him, 
meaningfully. He ne@ds to be shown every day things that a sighted 
person takes for granted. He needs to Jmow about himself and the 
world about him. Each child will have different needs depending on 
the extent of his blindness , the parental attitudes toward 
blindness and the child's capabilities and limitations. The supervisot 
on the playground should b ow and understand each child. 
A child may come to th!3 playground and say and do nothing. 
He may be unable to run, hop, sldp, jump or even walk 't·lithout 
awh1ardness. From observation, the supervisor might gather that the 
16 
child has had limited experiences. The child's parents might 
not have allowed the child freedom of movement. The parents might 
have been afraid to let the child do things for himself because 
they either thought the child incapable or might have been afraid 
that the child would hurt himself. The child is then fearful and 
needs to feel secure in a nev1 situation. A supervisor in such a ca se 
as t his, might take the child by the hand and wallt with Wln, .talking 
as they walk. The supervisor might run hand in hand with the child. 
When t he child learns that it is exciting to rtm and feel enjoyment 
in the freedom of movement, he may begin to take it upon himself to 
walk or rm alone. The supervisor should help the child to feel 
confident, secure and somewhat fearless. This can be accomplished 
by first taking the child into an area free from obstacles. The 
child should have an opportunity to explore the area. Then the 
supervisor mi ght suggest a game of tag . She might ask the child to 
chase her. She might suggest a race. She might ring a bell and 
have the child walk, run, hop and skip to it. These gam~s vTill 
hepl the child to forget his fears and enjoy his accomplishments. 
Once t he child is secure with the superiisor, he will ~egin relating 
to others in a more meaningful eay. Once he knows that he can use 
his ha..11ds and legs and accomplis h Satisfying results, he Hill became 
less dependent. The supervisor's first attempts with the child 
who has had limited experiences shoWhd be to let the child first 
explore the situation whatever it may be and then gradual ly present 
nevi experiences to the child. The child should be allowed to do 
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things he can do, no matter ho-vr basic. This will allow the child 
to feel some sense of accomplishment. The harder thigs should 
be presented vli th the emphaSis on enjoyment and note· on accomplishment 
or failure. A five year old child, for example, vrho can pull a 
pull toy well and enjoys it should be allowed to do so. HoweVer, 
he should learn to perform sld.lls a little less basic when he is 
ready. Such things as licld.ng postage stamps, putting on a s-vreater, 
drinldng from a glass or -vrashing hands which might seem extremely 
elementary for a five year old child, should not be taken for 
granted vrith a blind child. This does not mean to imply that all 
five year old blind children cannot perform these functions. The.y 
are only mentioned here for the supervisor vrho has never worked 
vTith young blind children. On the other hand, the supervisor may 
encounter children ·who are capable of functioning far above t heir 
age level according to standards set for sighted children. Some 
blind children, because of a l<Tealth of background experiences, may 
come to the playground and expect to take full command of the 
other childr en and the suuervisors. This t ype of child also 
needs to have his needs f ulfilled, although they are different 
from those of the -vii thdrawn and inexperienced child. The 
aggressive child must be given limits. If he should act out on 
other children he should learn how to control himsel f. The 
super visor should tell him that she realizes that he is angry but 
that it hurts others vrhen he acts out on them. When he gains 
respect for the supervisor, he will consider that maybe her ideas 
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are not so foolish after all. 'l'he aggressive child who l·rants to do 
everythi ng for everyone else nm.st also learn that the other children 
have to l earn to truce care of t hemselves. 
'I'he child who can function independently must a lso have the 
additional stimulations necessary for the dependent child. The 
area must be exciting to him. There should be eq_uipment that 
has possibilities for imaginative and creative pl ay such as buil ding 
blocks. The experienced child MaY have accomplished a skill such 
as the buttoning of his s weater. A zipper might be s omething 
n~w· for h:im and well worth trying. Without further elaborati on, 
the writer feels that each playground supervisor should be aware 
of the gr eat variety of children that he might encounter on 
the playground for blind children. Each child, regardless of 
accomplishment level, has needs which are different from those of 
t he other children which need to be s atiSfied. The supervisor should 
expect children who cannot function independently. Some may have 
to be taught how to put the plug in t he sink and how to turn on 
the vrater fauctes before v<ashing . Every small,daily living 
process nmst not be tal-cen for gr c.nted. The supervisor must be 
ready to understand every t ype of chil, and with the unders~nding 
can help every child grovr. 
A sunnner program should meet the needs of each individual 
blind child. During the summer months, if a child does not go to 
camp and if his parents are unable to stimulate him, the child shouls 
have a recreational outlet. Many children fDom homes t hat offer 
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stimulation do not need a playground situation during the sunnner. 
~ children may sit at home listening to the radio or television 
because their parents do not take them out of the home, nor do they 
present them with stimulation within the hrnne. It is important, 
however, for the supervisor to realize that the parents are not to 
be condemned. 1hey can be helped to understand and accept their child' 
needs andlimitations. TI1is can be accomplished in some cases by 
having the parents visit t he playground and observe the activities. 
The fulfillment of the individual needs of the children 
is the aim of the program • . The children need to develop and 
grow in t he physical, social, creative and emotional areas. A 
qualified supervisor can help the children in this gro~~h. 
Qualifications of a Supervisor. 
The supervisor of a surmn.er program for blind children 
should be a person who first and foremost can give the children 
the love and affection required by all children. He should be 
preferably a teacher Hith a great deal of love, understanding 
and patience with children. He should be a tactful person, 
especially ~oncerning parental cantacts and should be a realisti~ 
person. Creativity, a sense of humor, a pleasant disposition and 
resourcefulness should also be attributes of the supervisor. 
In the follovdng chapter s concerning t he actual proRram, 
activities shall be specified to enhance the growth of the children. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUGGESTED PROGRM1 
In a presentation of suggested programming for a supervised 
recreation program for the blind such areas as child groupings, 
equipment, schedule and activities shall be considered. In order 
to have such a program be a success it is most important to have 
it as flexible as possible. No child is going to gain enjoyment 
from a strict schedule. No physical set up for the program is going 
to be the ideal one. Not all the suggested activities are going to 
be applicable to every child. However, it is the writer's vdsh 
to set up a program which is as complete as possible in order to 
assist a recreation leader. 
Groupings 
The grouping of the children should not be done until after 
the first 1-1eek of activities. By the end of the first vTeek the 
needs, abilities and interests of each child should be well enough 
knorm to form small compatable groups according to the various levels 
of performance of the children. One supervisor should be assigned 
to three children. In this way, the children will not be confused 
by many adults and many children funvtioning on various levels. 
After the children have be come familiar with the supervisors and other 
children, th~ can overlap in activities and join each other in 
large group activities. The small groups should be formed on the 
basis of abilities, needs and functional l evels. For example, 
if there are three children who display the same l evel of ability, 
performance and interest i n hand skills and need further 
development of them arrl if they are s ocially on somevrhat the same 
level, t hey should have the same supervisor. Thet should have an 
opportunity during the various periods within the day to give and 
t ake from t he rest of t he children. 
It i s most important for each child to have a designated 
supervisor. Each supervisor should be responsible for his or her 
three children. In this way, the children "'v:i..ll have someone vTith 
whom they can establish a papport and look to for guidance as 
vTell as familiarity with the other supervisors. 
Because of the chances of illness, for example, ~1is set up 
has to be flexible. The children need the security of one person 
but also need to learn to adjust to situation without that one 
supervisor. The v~iter has learned from experience with four and 
f ive year old children t hat adjustment to changes in schedule 
or daily routine is very hard for them until they f eel entirely 
secure in the particular situation. 
In sununary, t he gr oupings should be made after each chi l d has 
been observed i n his relations with the other children and supervisors. 
He needs to be s ecure i n his r elationships with others before 
his needs, capabilities and i nterests can be satisfied. His 
growth or lack of growth depend on t his satisfaction. 
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Area and Equipment 
In a nei-T situation, a blind child needs to encounter as 
little confusion as p ossible. Consequently, thec..area chosen as the 
site for a recreation p rogram should have a minimum of obstacles. 
In order to allow the child freedom of movement, v-lhich he needs, 
ther<~ should be a large open area where he can 1-ralk:, run, skip, 
jump and hop -vTithout fear. So many blind children have inhibited 
their natural tendencies to move freely because f ear of getting 
hurt has been instilled in them. 1-Iany of these f ears stem from 
the fact that they have been ov erprotected and have not been 
allm·red freedom of movement. 
Aside from the large open area, the children need a small 
area that :Ls protected by shade trees. This area should have a'b 
least one large 1>mrk table -vdth chairs. The table will help the 
small groups to lmmv each other and provide opportunity for give and 
take betl'leen gr oups. 
The apparatus for the area should consist of swings, see~sal-1S, 
a sandbox or sand table and blocks, prdunarily. The sandbox is 
most important. Aside from the fact that it is enjoyable to get 
dirty, the sand offers opportunity for creat ive play and socialization 
1dth others in that play . If t he sand is kept moist, i t is a 
wonderful medium with vThichto work. Another medium for similar 
enjoyment is wat er. If it -vrould be possible to obta in a large 
galvanized tub and have access to a water faucet or a garden hose, 
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water play would be available for the children. It is a great 
deal of fun to splash ones hands around inr water and to splash 
others, for that rratter. The water offer's relaxation to a child 
vTho might otherwise be tense. The introduction of soap, sponges, 
dolls and toys to the tub provides opportunity to learn about 
health habits and sharing or getting along with others. Water play 
and sand play both offer a great deal to the child. 
If the particular park system can afford large building 
blocks, they shallld be necessary equipment. If they cannot be 
provided, cardboard cartons of various sizes can serve the 
same purpose. They can be used by the children in many vTays arrl 
can provide endless possibilities and entertainment for the child. 
The writer shall mention specific rna terials that might be used 
and in a subsequent chapter, suggestions for their use 1-Jill be 
discussed. Standard materials are those that mi ght be found in 
any classroom. Such materials as scissors, peg boards and pegs, 
beads and bead strings, finger paint and paper, clay, construction 
paper, paste, flour and salt, educational toys, balls, marble 
and rhythm band instruments are suggested. Games such as checkers 
andcBcrabble, specifically adapted for the blind can be purchased 
at t i.1e Howe Nemorial Press at Perkins School for the Blind in 
Watertown, Massachusetts. 
The r esourceful r ecr eation leader can find materials that can 
be used by the children in his home. Scraps of fabrics of various 
textures can be used. Empty food jars, boxes or cans can provide 
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games ranging from those involving the use of the senses such as 
tomrh and smell to imaginative play. Stones of various sizes and 
shapes can be used for counting games or can be used to provide 
exciting sotmds when dropped into containers of different textures. 
Bottle caps can be strung or painted to make nec}-.J.aces. Egg 
cartons can be cut up and used to make artif icial flovrers. Pipe 
cleaners and rrire can be used to make inventions or constructions. 
Wood scraps can be used as well as nails, screws and bolts. Old 
clothes can be used for dressing games or to provide practice in 
buttoning and zippingJ Many household object s can provide a 
great deal of enjoyment to the children. It is the \-Triter's opinion 
that the recreation l ea der can provide stimulation for the child 
through his resourcefulness, creativity and interest in each child 
no rntt er how little or how much he has at his disposal vlith 1vhich 
to work. 
Schedule 
Depending on the arrangements for transporta tion, the 
program should begin daily at nine~thirty in the morning and should 
last until four o 1 clock in the afternoon. The program should 
be held on a five day a 1veek basis. Each day should c onsist of 
specific periods for specific activities. It cannot be emphasized 
enough that the schedule has to be a flexible one. There shou ld 
be an ea rly morning work pwriod, time to -vrash and take c aie of 
bathroom needs, story time, time for free play, time for lunch, 
rest time, time for group activities and time ~~r quiet free play, 
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in that order. 
The v~rk period should consist of activities done at the 
tabel. These can range from cutting and pasting to play with 
educational toys. In subsequent chapters, sugf';estions for activities 
with each medium Hill be presented. Durmg the lvork period, the 
emphaSis should be put on stimulating mental processes, building 
up finger dexterity and hand coordination and developmg concepts 
of shape, size, space and mumbers. The children should be allowed 
to choose what they would like to do and the supervisor should lend 
guidance and assistance in carrying out their choice. 
Stor,y time, which would take place after washing and toileting 
and pos sibly juice and crackers if provided or available, should be 
time when the s upervisor reads stories to the children. It can 
also be a time for the children and supervisors to share the telling 
of experiences. At this time, the ~vhole group should be together. 
After story time, the children should have time for free play. 
At this time, the children should have an opportunity to play with 
the apparatus such as the s1dngs and see-saws. At this time also, 
s ome individuals could be given attention on special projects 
or preparations for contests. After free play, the children should 
a r::ain wash and take care of their toilet ne eds before lunch. After 
lunch the children should rest for about an hour. 
After rest, the whole group should come together for activities. 
These activities can consist of games, musical activities, contests 
or field trips. 'l'he games CB..n be those involving vmrds, moto:e skills 
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smging and adancmg. The nmsical activities can consist of 
singing, rhythm band and rhythmics. The contests can eonsist of 
such things as a hat contest or a watermelon eating contest. Field 
trips may be taken to areas within waL'king distance of the 
playground or to places away from the playground, In the next 
chapter, specific activities will be mentioned. 
Before gomg home, the children can again engage in free play. 
They can play With the toys or the equipment. This time should 
also be a general clean up time. Each child should be responsible 
for putting away all of his own things. After this, the children 
go home by whatever means of transportation the administra tion has 
arranged. 
The supervisor shovld make each day meaningful f'or each child. 
He should allovi the child to have opportunities daily to develop 
freedom of movement and to engage in creative activities. The 
children should l earn to express themselves verbally and physically. 
Therefore, it is important to present dramatic activities as well 
as opportunities to work in various media such as clay , wood, wire, 
paper and pipe cleaners. There should also be opportunity f'or 
rhythmic activities. A child who is properly stimulated >vill 
certainly gain a gr~at deal from a summer program. The schedule, 
as it has been presented, can provide ample opportunities for all 
types of children. It is the responsibility of the s upervisor to 
make these opportunities meaningful to the children. 
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Activity 
Work Period 
\Va.sh and 
Toilet 
Free Play 
Wash and 
Toilet 
Lunch and 
Rest 
Group 
Activity 
Free Play 
Clean-Up and 
Home 
Contests 
Daily Schedule 
Goal Equipment Suggestions 
.. 
•stimulation of mind,' clay, pas te, pape~ tiaking pictures, 
•finger dexterity, 1 scis sors, 1-Iood, r necklaces, 
•small muscle developLpipe cleaners, •constructions, 
1ment, concept form- 'paint, cra~ons, •playing house 
1 ation, life ' stones, marbles, r 
'experiences 'toys, co oking 
'equipment 
f 
• good health habits, 
independence : 
f 
'large muscle activi ty sand box, water 'The children 
'parallel play, 1 play, see-saws, 'should be 1-1atched 
1 creative expression,, s -vrings, blocks 1 by the supervisor:: 
1 individual play, ' but allowed to 
1inde-oendence ' m r k as they wi s h I .. I I 
I 
f 
socialization, rdrum, whistle, 
, rhythm, concepts - 1 ball, bell s, 
1 p retend vs. reali t~ rope 
1 spirit- group a11d 
, competitive 
f 
r apparatus 
I 
responsibility, 
6itganization, 
neatness 
competiti ve spirit 1 
I 
I 
I I 
relay r aces , 
hats, water 
melon eat ing, 
bubble gum, 
old clothes, 
sand castles 
I . • 
smg1.ng games, 
' motor s kills, 
f 
rhythm band, 
' imagi nary trips, 
' contests 
f 
time also for 
those who need 
special attention 
' Can be conducted 
1 with children 
1 f ran other play-
' grounds, ribbon 
prizes 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTED AC1'1VITI.ES 
This chapter vr.il l contain a compilation of activities and 
ways of presenting them to the blind child. Activities requiring 
creative, musical, athletic and dramatic skills and abilities rdll 
be discussed. Suggestion for enhancing life experiences will 
be presented. Follo-vling this chapter, books and songs will be 
suggested • 
Creative Activities 
Through activities such as coloring and pasting, a blind child 
can have an opportunity to express himself creatively. lllthough his 
creativity ·vrill be expressed in other ways and areas, the suggestions 
here primarily involve activities that can be accomplished at the 
work period or during the time that the children are at the table. 
These activities may be considered as arts and crafts activities. 
In thepresentation of these activities, emphasis should be put 
on freedom of expression. 'rhe vlriter feels t hat there should be 
guidance and help given to each child but the child should be able 
to construct as he will regardless of how unrealistic or 
aesthetically displeasing it is to the supervisor. The supervisor 
should emphasize certain things that might be taken for granted. 
Such conc npts as left, :bight, top, bottom, front, back, up and down 
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need to be presented. Clay wo rlc is helpful in building up body 
concepts and also concepts of shape and s ~e. A yyoung child may 
be unaware of wilere his arms and legs. are in relation to his head 
or his torso. 
Pasting 
Coloring or 
Painting 
Clay or Dough 
Beads 
Pegs 
Wood 
Wire or 
Pipe neaners 
The activities presented are suggestions . 
1. making pictures out of construction paper 
and textured materials 
2. pasting shapes vdthin braille dots to the 
left, right, top and bott om of the dots 
3. making papier mache figures or puppets 
1. finger painting 
2. easel painting 
3. coloring in brailled areas with cr~~ns 
4. painting boxes or constructions 
1. making balls or snaltes 
2. making figures 
3. making inventions w-Tith clay and scrap 
materials 
4. making cookies, cakes or pies 
1. concentration on patterns with various 
materials, ie., 1 ball, 2 cubes, 1 ball,etc. 
2. making necklaces or bracelets 
l. making rows 
2. making streets 
3. making fences 
1. constructing boats or cars 
2. sawing 
3. hammering 
1. constructing figures 
2. Jll.aking designs 
3. making inventions with other materials 
Life Elcperiences 
The writer feels that a blind child needs to be exposed to 
as many of life's experiences as possible. A sighted child 
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can gain a great deal from picture books and from his environment. 
A blind ch ild must have the environment brought to him. Many parents 
feel that a blind child should not have these experiences. One 
reason for this may be because they do not have the patience nor 
the time to explain and show the child the environment. 1-Jany 
parents do not Hant to take a blind child out of the house 
because society might react negatively either to theparent or the 
child. Some IR rents take all of life 1 s experiences for granted and 
consequently, the child misses them. The blind child needs to 
be familiar with objects or experiences within his environment. 
Therefore, the suggested a ctivities are geared to giving the child 
as many life experiences as possible. 
Playing Store 
Playing House 
Grm-r.i.ng Plants 
Field Trips 
Games Involving 
Senses 
1. empty boxes, jars and cartons 
2. using stones, sticks, marbles or pennies 
for play money 
3. making pretend objefts for aale out of 
clay or wood scraps 
1. playing with actual household instruments, 
le., egg beater, coolde cutter, broom,mop, 
dishes, etc. 
2. making cookies 
3. maldng butter by shald.ng cream in a jar 
4. playing family roles 
1. planting flowers 
2. planting vegetables 
3· v-ratching the grovrth and death 
1. visiting a store 
2. visiting a greenhouse 
3. visiting a fire station 
4. visiting a farm 
5. visiting a shoe repair shop 
6. visi ting other playgrounds 
1. guessing obj ects such as keys, a spoon, 
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Games Involving 
Hotor Skills 
Singing Games 
Organized Team 
G-ci.Dles 
Music 
Athletics 
Dramatics 
a strainer, an egg beater, a pencil, wood, 
plastic, metal, cloth (touch) 
2. guessing fresh fruit or vegetables, spices, 
coffee, tea, cocoa (smell) 
3. finding a bell or guessing people's 
voices (hearing) 
4. tasting raw fruit and vegetables and then 
tasting the same cooked or tasting spices, 
cold and hot coffee or tea (taste) 
1. relay races running, walking, hopping, 
skipping, jumping bacla'm.rd an<i forv;ard 
2. 11l.ooby 10" 
3. "Holcey Pokey11 
4. lfWonder Ball" 
1. "Little Sally Saucer" 
2. "Did You Ever See A Lassie 11 
3. "The Farmer in the Dell 11 
4. "london Bridge" 
5. "Mulberry Bush" 
6. 11This Old Man II 
1. baseball 
2. charades 
1. rhythm band 
2. singing 
3. tapping out rhythms 
1. feats of skill, ie., running, jumping, 
clilllbing, hopping, 1-ralking 
2. throvJing 
3. catching 
4. rhythmies, ie., being a bicycle, a row 
boat, a swing, a duck, an elephant 
5. swimming 
1. acting out songs, ie.,"Go in and out the 
~'Iindow" 
2. going on pretend trips, ie., picking 
apples, Hashing clothes, visiting 
3. acting out stories, ie., 11The Three Bears 11 
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CHA.Pl'ER VI 
ADDITIO~~L ACTIVITIES FOR CONSIDERATION 
'lhe writer shall use as a frame of reference some specific 
activities vdth which she is familiar and has encountered in her 
fiveyears of summer experience vrith the Park Department in 
Waterbury, Connecticut in a presentation of additional considerations. 
Waterbury, during the ~upervised summer recreation program, carries 
on special events other than th@§e previously mentioned. These 
are such activities as swimming classes, se1v:ing classes and 
instruction in instrumental music for the children's orchestra. 
There are also city-wide competitions in 1-rhich representative children 
compete for their particular playground. Some of these special 
events shall be included here as suggestions for additional activities 
for blind children. 
Swimming classes are conducted in Waterbury at various 
public schc1ol pools and outdoor municipal pools. In previous 
years special classes in swimming instruction have been arranged 
for the mentally retarded children in the area and for certain 
ethnic groups. Such special classes could also be arranged for the 
blind. Belensky 1 s A S-vTimming Program for Blind Children, reviewed 
in Chapter II, could be used by someone i nterested in conducting 
a swimming program • 
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The Waterbury Park DepartmEnt als::> employs a sewing teacher who 
visits the city's playgrounds lveekly. This teacher offers lessons 
for girls from the ages of seven through the age of sixteen. The 
teacher might include the playground for the blind in her circuit 
and offer lessons to t he older blind girls. Hany of the older 
blind girls might possib~ have had previous instruction in 
se1dng and 1-vould only need guidance fran the se1·r.ing instructor. 
Instruction for the younger children might include such activities 
as lacing or knitting. 
Waterbury also employs a teacher of instrumental music to 
conduct and teach children how to play certain instruments. In 
many cases, the children are those who receive this same teacher's 
inst ruction during the school year in the public schools. In many 
cases the children ovm their mm instruments while in others the 
chiJdren borrow the instruments fer the sununer from the school 
system. Afetr many lessons and rehearsals, all the children 
make up an all city orchestra vThich plays at some of the city-1dde 
events. The blind children could also take part in these . leasone 
if the teacher were 1r.Llling and able to afford a little extra time 
for them if it 1-vere needed. Some of the children might o1m 
braille music while others might not need it at all. The orchestra 
is enjoyed by all who participate in it because each child has an 
opporttUlity to perform in the group regardless of the caliber of 
his performance. 
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At the end oft he summer season, -Waterbury holds an annual 
city--vlide track meet. At this time, boys from all the playgrounds 
compete in track events according to age levels. Such events as 
dashes , relays and thro-vrs are included. The blind boys could compete 
in these events. Buell presents information concerning limitations y 
and suggestions for such events for the blind. 
A city -ldde story telling en ntest is also arranged for 
children betvTeen the a :::es of six and ten. Since this annual 
competition only allmvs one child from each of the city's playgrounds 
to perform, competitions or eliminations are held on the individual 
playgrounds to choose a representative for that playground. The stories 
have a three minute ti~e limit and the children are judged on their 
delivery, diction, choice of story and posture. A blind child 
could certainly enter this contest. 
At different times, four boys and s ix girls from each playground 
compete in the Barber Shop Quartet and Floradora Sextet competitions, 
respective~. These children compete in a large pavi lion at one of 
the_parks for top honors as songsters. Costumes typical of t he era 
are 1-rorn and s ongs are sung in harmony by each group. Blind children 
could enter bhese competitions either 1·1ith other blind children 
or •·lit h s i ght ed childrm , depending on how· conveniently rehearsals 
could be arranged. 
Charles E. Buell, Sports for t he Blind, Frlwards and Brothers, Inc., 
Arbor, lf.dchi gan, 1947, pp. 71. 72. 
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The last of the special events to be considered is the drama 
tournament. Again, children representing various playgrounds 
· compete for top honors as actresses, actorsm producer s, set designers, 
announcers and directors. Each playground presents a play no 
longer than tHenty minutes in length which can be either ori·~:inal 
or not. Participation in the drama tournament \vould be an enjoyable 
a ctivity for a blind child. If there did not happen to be a part in 
the particular play chosen suitable for a blind child, the blind 
child n1i ght participate by being an announcer or by making the 
sound effects. 
If a city conducts these special activities, the blind children 
could participate in them a11ci. enjoy them. The -v1riter feels that 
<-here should be a playground for the sighted children to 1v-hich the 
blind children could go f requently and. feel a partcof for special 
activities. It is felt that t he blind children need to have s ome 
socialization -vTith the sighted children. \·Jhen the playgrounds for 
sighted children have their tryouts for the various competitions, 
the blind children could also try out as part cif that playground. 
When the se~Ting t eacher or he orchestra teac her visits this 
olaygroundm the blind children could participate also with the 
sighted children . In this 1·ay , the blind children uould not be 
entirely segregated or removed form the rest of t he city 's playgrounds. 
Hm·rever, because the blind children do need individual attention 
and a specific play area, it 1-rould not be a dvisable to carry on 
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the suggested daily program vdththe sighted children. 
If a partiiular city does nor conduct these activities, they 
could be incorporated into the suggested activities program for 
the blind as additi Jnal activities. In any case, these special 
events are most exciti~g anci stir.1ulating for the children and 
something to Hhich they look forl·Tard each year. 
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CHA.Pl'ER VII 
SID,lt1A.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The writer feels strongly that there is a great need 
for more understanding of and more opportunities for blind 
children. A municipal park department can fulfill these needs 
for a blind child during the summer. Many people are unaw-c~.re of 
t he fact that a blind child can engage in and enjoy recreational 
activities. The ~Titer has witnessed shock and awe on the faces of 
many unlmovling people when she has said that sorre blind children 
play football or ride bicycles. Unless the blind child has 
involvements other tban his blindness, he can partiCipate in 
recreational activities. The JaCk of vision doesnot hinder him 
from expressing himself physically, constructively, intellectually 
or creatively. He needs to be helped to express in these rrays. 
Through the activities presented in the program as it has been 
set up, the blind child will be given the opportunities to 
express and enjoy himself. 
This thesis has been developed because of the expressed desire 
for the organization of a summer program for the blind by a 
supervisor of recreation in a municipal park department system 
and because the writer feels that the development of it could contribute 
to the enjoyment and satisfattion of many blind children throughout 
the country. The writer admits t.hatthe program is far from 
complete. AA-'presented, the program shoul d serve as a guide 
for those who might have the desire to organize a recreational 
program for t he bl ind. It is hoped that the recreation leader, 
with the help of the presented program, will fulfill the needs of 
each child and accomplish the sim of the program. Only through 
actual experience with blind children can the recreation leader 
knm·r whether the _suggested activities are suitable. The reareation 
must be creative, imaginative and resourceful as well as patient, 
loving and understanding. If a program could be organized with 
full cooperation between the administration, the children, the 
parents of the children and the recreational leaders, the 
writer feels that the suggested program would be a success. If progr am 
for blind children could be organized i n conjunction with minicipal 
park departments throughout t he country, many blind children 
would re~eive additional stimulation and enjoyment which they 
need during the summer months. If such programs were organized, 
t he writer and. other teachers of the blind lvould feel most 
grateful. 
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